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Company: RSK Habitat Management

Location: United Kingdom

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Ideally you will have prior experience in working on large infrastructure projects UK wide,

You will be joining a team of professionals who work closely with colleagues in other

disciplines such as Ecology, Landscape and Arboriculture.

Applicants need to be located within commuting distance of the Lichfield / Tamworth area,

however, as we work nationally, there will be an expectation to travel and stay away from

home regularly.

Person specification:

Valid CSCS card or equivalent

Full driving licence, ideally with Trailer Licence (B E)

Physically fit and motivated

Prepared to stay away Monday to Friday (where necessary).

Salary and benefits:

£24,000 + vehicle + fuel card

Overtime with Night and Weekend enhancements

Paid accommodation and subsistence allowance when working away

Pension contribution

Regular training and career development
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RSK is an equal opportunities employer.

#Construction #environmentaljobs #rskfamily

About Us

We are a UK-based organisation providing practical ecological and nature-based solutions

to create a legacy for wildlife and stakeholders and achieve biodiversity net gain. From

vegetation clearance to landscape-scale habitat creation, our in-house team of ecologists,

reinforced by a fleet of specialist equipment, provides practical ecological contracting solutions

in highly regulated sectors.

We are a diverse group with decades of industry experience in ecological contracting, nature-

based solutions, habitat management, ecology and biodiversity, landscape, forestry,

arboriculture, and vegetation management. We have delivered ecological mitigation

measures and habitat creation for some of the UK’s biggest infrastructure, energy, and

housing projects; so, whether you are just beginning your career or are looking for a fresh

challenge, we may have the opportunity for you.

RSK Habitat Management is part of the RSK Group, a leading integrated environmental,

engineering, and technical services business providing dynamic, multidisciplinary services to a

wide range of sectors. RSK was founded in 1989 and has grown considerably since then. In

fact, Environment Analyst recently highlighted RSK’s growth commenting, “Few companies in

the environmental services sector can claim to be expanding at the same pace as RSK.”

RSK operates as a group of synergistic businesses with a growth strategy centered on

diversification to build a resilient business that can withstand external pressures while also

bringing more value to clients and opportunities to employees.
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